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Philip Daay learned screenwriting at USC from the late Malvin Wald, the Oscar-
nominated writer of the noir classic The Naked City.  Born to immigrants, his mother 
from Thailand and his father from Iraq, Philip’s first break came with the production of 
his film Left in Darkness by legendary writer/producer Stephen J. Cannell.  He currently 
lives in the beautiful city of Austin, Texas.

Philip recently authored the Sci-Fi/Action graphic novel Scionic in collaboration with 
Sean O'Reilly and Arcana Comics, the largest publisher of comics in Canada.  He also 
wrote an unproduced  Horror project for Eduardo Sanchez and Gregg Hale at Haxan 
Films; creators of the cult hit The Blair Witch Project.  In recent years, he concluded a 
Romance/Comedy assignment still in development for director Todd Cantelon of 
Trillenium Media Group up in Canada.  Philip’s upcoming projects include Black Salt, 
an Action/Martial Arts/Thriller adapted from the comic series Black Salt: The Last  
Heroes Left.  

Along with pursuing creative passions, Philip earns his bread and butter as a freelance 
writer, content editor and story analyst.  He's volunteered as a script judge for the Austin 
Film Festival for 4 years.  In the publishing field, he possesses over 110 published books 
credits as an Editor for Netcomics, the American division of Ecomix, the largest 
publisher of graphic novels in South Korea.  In addition, international film distributors 
Summerland Entertainment contracts with him to cover scripts and analyze film projects 
for sale to international markets.  In the previous year, the South Korean government 
enlisted Philip's help to create a 150+ page pitch book, marketing nationally popular 
stories to Hollywood.

Philip focuses on three crucial elements in every story.  Stories should escalate into an 
emotional catharsis in the end.  They should contain loads of suspense keeping the 
audience guessing.  And most importantly, stories should explore some aspect of what it 
means to be human; not overtly or obviously, but layered deep into the Hero's tale.  He 
applies this discipline and passion to every story and in every genre.


